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1.

Purpose of Report

1.1

To seek committee approval for a revised management plan for Gartcosh Local Nature Reserve
from 2014−2019.

2.

Background

2.1

Great Crested Newts (GCN) were discovered at the former Gartcosh steelworks site in 1998,
during the ecological appraisals as part of the development of the Gartcosh Strategic
Investment Site. A feasibility study was undertaken to develop the reserve around the edge of
the Strategic Investment Site. An Amphibian Conservation Area was established and the
principal of translocation of amphibians to a purpose built reserve was agreed through the site
masterplan.

2.2

In 2002 planning consent was granted for groundwork's to establish the reserve, this included
24 new ponds, 40000m2 new woodland planting and footpaths. Works were complete by 2004
and the population of great crested newts and other amphibians were translocated into the
reserve. It is now estimated to be the largest population of great crested newts in Scotland.

2.3

Under Section 32 of the Enterprise and New Town (Scotland) Act 1990 an agreement was
drawn up between Scottish Enterprise, Scottish Natural Heritage and North Lanarkshire
Council. In 2006 the site was transferred to North Lanarkshire Council ownership along with a
sum of money for the next 20 years management of the site.

2.4

The Minute of Agreement between SE, NLC and SNH includes the transfer of the nature
reserve to NLC and also includes NLC commitment to maintenance of the Reserve: 'NLC shall
bef−sustai
responsible
for the maintenance of the Nature Reserve and the conservation of the
sel
ning
population of the Great Crested Newts on the Nature Reserve in accordance of the
Management Plan'. The agreement also prescribed periodic review of the plan by the parties.

2.5

The management plan established as part of this agreement expired in 2014.

3.

Progress to date

3.1

During 2014 Greenspace development officers have drawn up a revised plan in consultation
with Scottish Enterprise (and their ecological advisers) and Scottish Natural Heritage to guide
management of the reserve for a further 5 years.

3.2

The revised management plan continues to focus on sustaining the population of great crested
newts as its priority for the next five years. It also include management prescriptions focused
on offering opportunities for both environmental education and community involvement and
delivering a wide range of benefits to local communities and to visitors.

3.3

The revised plan is available in the members' library.

4.

Financial Implications

4.1

Management of the reserve as described in the reserve management plan is funded from the
commuted sum transferred to the council at the time of the land transfer. Greenspace
development staff coordinate reserve management and undertake required reserve monitoring.
The balance at present is £270,000.

5.

Corporate considerations

5.1

Management of the reserve contributes to the regeneration priorities in the corporate plan and
particularly to local outcome 'Enhanced network of greenspace and woodland for local
communities and wildlife.'

6.

Recommendations

6.1

Committee approve the revised management plan for Gartcosh Nature Reserve 2014−2019

Kenneth Wilson
Head of Environment and Estates
Local Government Access to Information Act: For further information please contact Vicky Abernethy,
Assistant Business Manager (Greenspace Development) 01236 780636.
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1: INTRODUCTION
Great Crested Newts (GCN) were discovered during the ecological appraisals as part of the
development of the Gartcosh Strategic Investment Site in 1998. A feasibility study was
undertaken to develop the reserve around the edge of the Strategic Investment Site. An
Amphibian Conservation Area was established and the principal of translocation of amphibians
to a purpose built reserve was agreed through the site Masterplan.
In 2002 planning consent was granted for groundwork's to establish the reserve, this included
24 new ponds, 40000m2 new woodland planting and footpaths. Works were complete by 2004.
Under Section 32 an agreement was drawn up between Scottish Enterprise, Scottish Natural
Heritage and North Lanarkshire Council. In 2006 the site was transferred to North Lanarkshire
Council ownership along with a sum of money for the next 20 years management of the site
(Refer Section 32 Agreement).

1.1: Vision Statement
The aim of this Management Plan is to enhance and manage the site for amphibians notably
GCN and other protected species. GCN have declined rapidly throughout Europe over the last
50 years, UK studies in the 1980s identified a 2% loss over five years, mainly due to habitat
destruction, agricultural improvement and natural succession in ponds. The introduction of fish
to a pond can be catastrophic and the loss, or fragmentation, of the terrestrial non−breeding
habitat can be equally significant. Generally, succession results in pond loss due to drying out
or shade. In Scotland the great crested newt is predominantly limited in its distribution to four
main geographical areas namely, Dumfries and Galloway, the Borders, across the Central Belt
and around Inverness. There are probably only around 100 historical or extant populations in
Scotland. Gartcosh Nature Reserve is presumed to hold the largest population of GCN in
Scotland and it is therefore extremely important that the site is managed for this particular
species.
The proposals within this plan will also seek to balance the site's role as a locally beneficial
Greenspace with strong requirements to safe guard and enhance biodiversity of the site.
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1.2: Executive Summary
This Environmental Management Plan presents detailed information on the environmental
management requirements of Gartcosh Local Nature Reserve (LNR). The plan contents
comprise general site information, past and present management and infrastructure, biodiversity
baselines (habitats and species), public use, past and present use of the site, access and
education. Future and ongoing management are presented in the latter part of the plan.

2: POLICY STATEMENTS
Gartcosh meets the minimum criteria to be designated a Site of Scientific Interest (SSSI) due to
its population of GCN, although not currently notified
On 28th July 2011 the site was declared a Local Nature Reserves (LNR) by North Lanarkshire
Council under Sections 19 and 21 of the National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act
1949. LNRs provide protection for sites of special local interest for nature, in addition to offering
opportunities for both environmental education and community involvement and delivering a
wide range of benefits to local communities and to visitors.
It is also a Local Nature Conservation Site (LNCS) and therefore a non−statutory sites
designation given by local authorities to areas locally important for nature. As an LNCS the
Reserve is protected through council policy NBE 1 Protecting the Natural and Built Environment
in the North Lanarkshire Local Plan.

3: GENERAL DESCRIPTION
3.1: General Information
3.1.1: Location & site boundaries
Location: Situated 16km to the east of Glasgow. It lies to the east of Gartcosh and to the
southwest of Glenboig. Map 1.
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The main entrance to the site is just off the M73, Junction 2a on Auldyards Road near the
village of Gartcosh and nearby Glenboig.
Area: 29 hectares
Altitude: 75−1 00m above sea level
OS Map Coverage: Landranger Series of Great Britain (1:50,000), Sheet 64.

3.1.2. Tenure
The site is owned by North Lanarkshire Council and managed by Greenspace Development
with input from Scottish Natural Heritage. NLC acknowledges the considerable support given to
date by Scottish Enterprise.
3.1.3: Management/organisational infrastructure
The reserve was created in 2003/2004 as mitigation for Amphibians, most notably GCN, and
other ecological groups, as part of the development of the Gartcosh Strategic Investment Site.
The site ownership passed from Scottish Enterprise to North Lanarkshire Council in 2006.
The reserve is now managed by North Lanarkshire's Greenspace Development department with
input from a Project Implementation Group made up of members from Scottish Natural Heritage
and North Lanarkshire Council. The group will have at least one meeting per year and will be
Chaired by North Lanarkshire's Greenspace Development department.

3.1.4: Site infrastructure
The site lies within easy walking distance from Gartcosh and Glenboig and links both villages by
a network of footpaths.
A Right of Way and Core path run though the reserve linking the railway station to Glenboig
village. Map 2.
The reserve has a good path network around the Bothlin Burn and Garnqueen Hill complexes.
There are fences with gates around the ponds in both these complexes to discourage access to
these areas. This is to help prevent disturbance to amphibians. Map 3
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There are two boulders positioned at the Glenboig entrance and the entrance of the M73. These
boulders have a map of the site and pictures depicting the animals that reside within the
reserve. Appendix 1.
Two ornate wooden benches were put into the park in 2011 as part of the Local Nature Reserve
(LNR) launch these are situated near the top of Garnqueen Hill and half way down the southern
side of the hill. Appendix 2.
Bins have been placed at both the Auldyards Road and Croftfoot Cottage entrances.

3.2: Zones
Map 4
The site can be split into 3 sections/zones:
3.2.1. Bothlin Burn Corridor zone Map 4
The Bothlin Burn corridor is bounded to the north by the Bothlin Burn, to the east are privately
owned pasture fields, and to the south by the Gartcosh Industrial Park development area. The
eastern−most extremity is taken to end at Hayhill Cottage. The zone covers approximately 9.1
hectares and comprises of 2 pond clusters each containing 4 ponds of varying sizes and depth,
two stands of mature woodland, planted woodland, hedgerows, rough/marshy grassland,
species rich neutral grassland and scrub.
The ponds are fringed with areas of swamp habitat, with areas of fen habitat and adjacent
species rich neutral grassland.
The pond clusters are surrounded by 13 hibernacula, comprising of stone/log piles. The
complexes also contain areas of scrub /willow both planted and arising from natural
regeneration.
Woodland
The woodland at the western end of the site is mature high forest with an open canopy
dominated by Beech, frequent Lime and Oak. The ground flora is dominated by bluebell and
woodruff.
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The areas surrounding the ponds are a mixture of marshy and neutral species rich grasslands
with some scrub.
Hedgerows
A Hawthorn dominated hedge runs along the main footpath through this zone.
Shelterbelts
Several belts of planted woodland extend from the woodland along the former pasture fields.
These strips are around 10 m wide species include Alder (Alnus glutinosa), Sweet Chestnut
(Castanea sativa), Whitebeam (Sorbus aria), Poplar (Populus spp), Ash (Fraxinus excelsior)
and Oak (Quercus spp).

3.2.2. Garnqueen Hill zone Map 5
This is the largest zone of the reserve and extends approximately 14.1 hectares. It comprises of
a low hilt of semi−improved grassland, a single pond complex with 5 ponds within close proximity
of each other of varying sizes and depths with 7 amphibian hibernacula. Earth banks have been
created adjacent to the pond cluster on the raised areas. Sections of this bank have buried log
piles to create further amphibian hibernacula. The banks are orientated east−west to maximise
the warming effect of the sun and can therefore double as 'beetle banks' providing excellent
invertebrate habitat.
The ponds are surrounded with swamp habitat, rank−marshy grassland and species rich neutral
grassland.
Scrub/Woodland
The scrub woodland areas within this zone lie to the north east and south of the site.
Hedgerows
There are several hedgerows within this zone, notably the east of the site along the path
network.
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Shelterbelt
A shelterbelt of trees also exists along with the hedgerow to the east of the zone buffering the
site from grazed grassland (new community growth area).
Open sparsely vegetated ground
Open sparsely vegetated ground lies within this zone of the Reserve; the area has some
encroachment scrub and trees these need to be removed periodically by cutting and spot
treating with Glyphosate.
In 2008 and 2011 a translocation project was undertaken to remove Grayling butterfly from a
development site in North Lanarkshire and relocate them within the Reserve. As Grayling
butterfly are associated with open, sparsely vegetated habitats it was thought that this area
would be the best place. See section 3.4.3.6 for more details.

3.3.3. Gartcosh Railway zone Map 6
This zone has a single pond cluster made up of 6 ponds with a range of size and depths and 6
amphibian hibernacula. All ponds are fringed with swamp habitat and the hibernacula are
positioned adjacent to the ponds.
Around 20 years ago most of this zone has been planted with willows (Salix spp.) and is in need
of some coppicing. Pylons run through this zone which has created a scrub−clear strip

3.3: Environmental information
3.3.1: Physical
3.3.1.1. Geology
The whole site is underlain by Carboniferous sedimentary rocks. To the south and west these
consist of Lower Coal Measures i.e. cyclic sequence of sandstones, siltstone, mudstone,
ironstone, coals and seat rocks (Upper Carboniferous, Westphalian). To the east of the site
these are Passage Formation i.e. sandstone mainly with fireclays and thin siltstones,
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mudstones, ironstones, coal and sea rocks (Upper Carboniferous, Namurian). To the north of
the site the solid geology is Upper Limestone Formation i.e. cycle measures of sandstone,
siltstone, mudstone, marine limestone, coal and seat rocks (Upper Carboniferous, Namurian).
(Smith, 2003)

3.3.1.2. Topography
Bothlin Burn zone
This zone straddles a low ridge with the bulk of the site sloping down to the north at a gradient
of 10−15 degrees towards the Bothlin Burn which runs in a small incised valley bounded by
steep slopes 8 m high. The eastern extremity slopes down at a gradient of about 10 degrees to
the south. The Bothlin Burn is at 75 m above sea level whilst the top of the ridge is at 93 m.
Benching earthworks were undertaken during the creation of the reserve within Bothlin Burn
Corridor zone to accommodate 2 pond clusters. This involved the creation of level, linear strips
which will follow the natural contours of the zone. The strips are approximately 30 m wide, and
encompass a drop of a maximum of 2m on existing slopes and cover an area of c. 3000m2 and
c. 4000m2 respectively. (Smith, 2003)

Garnqueen Hill zone
The Garnqueen Hill rises from 82m to lOOm above sea level with slopes of 15−20 degrees
falling away from a central ridge to the west and south. To the south of the hill the slope runs
down into a defile through which an un−named drain runs carrying water from the development
site. The slope to the south of this is artificially steep having been constructed by past land−fill
operations. The surface of the land−fill area has been leveled but contains numerous small
hollows which have ponded.
Benched earthworks were also carried out in the Garnqueen Hill zone to accommodate a single
pond cluster. A single leveled area, covering an area c. 4000 m2, has been created in the same
manner as the Bothlin Burn zone. (Smith, 2003)
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Gartcosh Railway Junction
This zone consists of a damp pasture field with much willow generation generally sloping down
to the south−west at a gradient of 0.75−in−10. However, along the northern edge, just below the
railway embankment is a strip of near horizontal ground containing wet hollows. At the base of
the slope the ground levels to form the burn−side flats which are frequently inundated in spate
conditions. (Smith, 2003)

3.3.1.3 Hydrology
Bothlin Burn zone
To the northern side of this zone water drains directly into the Bothlin Burn. To the south it
drains towards the centre of the zone. The rainwater drains as surface and sub−surface flow in
and on the upper horizons of the topsoil which overlies impermeable boulder clay. Some of the
surface and sub−surface flow is intercepted and retained by the ponds, fen and swamp complex
within this zone.
Garnqueen Hill zone
Water runs of the hilt as surface and sub−surface flows through the upper horizon of the top soil
and is underlain by impermeable boulder clay. Some of the surface and sub−surface flow is
intercepted and retained by the ponds, fen and swamp complex within this zone.
Gartcosh Railway Junction
The rainwater drains as surface and sub−surface flow through the upper horizons of the topsoil
clay maintaining damp conditions across the site. Some of the surface and
sand
ub−surboulder
face
flow is intercepted and retained by the ponds within this complex. The water drains
through marsh grassland fringing the burn and then flows into the burn. The impermeable
boulder clay maintains a perched water−table.
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3.3.2: Biological
3.3.2.1: Habitats/communities
The site is a mosaic of habitats which include broad leaved woodland, wetlands, swamp, fen,
ponds, scrub, and neutral grasslands.
3.3.2.2: Flora
Flora on site is very diverse and there are several notable plants. Notable plants include:
Bluebell

Hyacinthoides non−scnpta

Adders−tongue

Ophioglossum vulgaturn

Blue Water−speedwell

Veronica anagaiis−aquatica

Common Centaury

Centauriurn eiythraea

False Fox−sedge

Carex otrubae

Greater Spearwort

Ranunculus lingua

Least Bur−reed

Sparganiurn natans

Narrow−leaved Water−plantain

Alisma lanceolaturn

Pendulous Sedge

Carex pendula

Round−fruited Rush

Juncus corn pressus

Spring Quillwort

lsoetes compressus

Tubular Water−dropwort

Oenanthe fistulosa

Viper's Bugloss

Echiurn vulgare

Wild Teasel

Dipsacus fullonurn
Scnpus atrivirens
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There are several plant species that have only been recorded at this one site in North
Lanarkshire these are:
Blue Water−Speedwell

Veronica anagaiis−aquatica

Round−fruited Rush

Juncus compressus

Tubular Water−dropwort

Oenanthe fist ulosa

Plants and the Law
Under the Wildlife and Countryside Act, 1981, it is illegal to uproot any wild plant without
permission from the landowner or occupier. Uproot is defined as to dig up or otherwise remove
the plant from the land on which it is growing, whether or not it actually has roots; and, for the
purposes of the legislation, the term plant includes algae, lichens and fungi as well the true
plants mosses, liverworts and vascular plants.
Bluebells are further protected under Schedule 8 Section 13 (2) of the Wildlife and Countryside
Act (1981). Section 13 protects plants from picking and sale of plants or parts of plants listed in
Schedule 8.

.

intentional picking, uprooting or destruction (Section 13 1 a)

.

selling, offering for sale, possessing or transporting for the purpose of sale (live or dead,
part or derivative) (Section 13 2a);

.

advertising (any of these) for buying or selling (Section 13 2b)
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3.3.2.3: Fauna
Great Crested Newt
The site was created for amphibians with emphasis on Great Crested Newt (GCN).
In the previous 10 years an annual GCN survey has been undertaken by Scottish Enterprise
ecologists. As GCN are a European Protected Species the survey had to be carried out under a
license issued by Scottish Natural Heritage.
Habitat and Ecology
A GCN spends the bulk of its life on land but is dependent on small to medium sized freshwater
ponds to breed. Naturally a creature of rough grassland, scrub and woodland, the species has
long been associated with lowland farmland but has also found a niche in former (and current)
mineral workings and other 'Brownfield' habitats.
Terrestrial life is typically spent within 250 m of the breeding ponds but dispersal of up to 1000
m can occur. It is crucial that these habitat components are appropriately linked by areas
conducive to newt movement to permit migration between key areas. Studies have shown that
the density of ponds may be important to the long term survival of populations.
They are nocturnal predators on invertebrates, spending daytime in damp refuges, for example,
under stones and logs. Breeding takes place in ponds in spring to early summer, and is
governed by temperature. A female can lay around 300 eggs which are laid singly, attached to
vegetation. Larvae usually develop through their aquatic stages over a three month period
before adopting the terrestrial habit. However, metamorphosis is dependent on temperature
and in cooler climates or nutrient poor (and hence invertebrate deficient) ponds, larvae can take
much longer than three months to develop. They take around three years to reach breeding
maturity. (Chand 2012)
GCN and the Law
GCN are listed on Annex IV of EC Directive 92/43/EEC on the Conservation of Natural
Habitats and of Wild Flora and Fauna (Habitats Directive') as a species of European
Community interest and in need of strict protection. The Habitats Directive is transposed into
domestic legislation by means of The Conservation (Natural Habitats, &c.) Regulations 1994
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(as amended). GCN that are native in any part of Great Britain are listed in Schedule 2 of the
Regulations as a 'European protected species of Animal' and are fully protected.
European protected animal species and their breeding sites or resting places are protected.
Under the Regulations it is an offence to deliberately or recklessly:
> capture, injure or kill a GCN;
disturb a GCN whilst using any structure or place it uses for shelter or protection (e.g. a
breeding pond a hibernation site);
,
obstruct access to a breeding site or resting place or to otherwise deny use of that site;
disturb a GCN in a manner that is, or in circumstances which are, likely to significantly
affect the local distribution or abundance of that species; and
> disturb a GCN in a manner, or in circumstances which are. likely to impair its ability to
survive, breed or reproduce, or rear or otherwise care of r its young.
It is also an offence to:
> damage or destroy a breeding site or resting place of a GCN (note that this need not be
deliberate or reckless to constitute an offence): and
> keep, transport, sell or exchange or offer for sale a GCN or any part or derivative of one
(if obtained after May 1994)
Under UK legislation GCN are protected under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981, making
it an offence to intentionally damage, destroy or obstruct access to any structure or place which
these species use for shelter or protection
GCN are also a priority action species in the UK Biodiversity Action Pan, Scottish Biodiversity
100 List and North Lanarkshire Council Local Biodiversity Action Plan (LBAP). Under the
Wildlife and Natural Environment (Scotland) Act 2011 all public bodies have a legal obligation to
ensure compliance with biodiversity duty and must make publicly available a report with regard
to their compliance. Further detail of biodiversity priorities is available at the links below:
www.jncc.defra.gov.uklpage−5717)
> http://www. biodiversityscotland. gov. uk/advice−and−resources/scottish−biodiversity−list.
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Other amphibians

In the past the site also meets the criteria for designation as a SSSI for other amphibians
however over the past several years it has fallen short. This could be due to a number of factors
such as surveys are timed for GCN activity and miss peak activity for frogs and toads.
Other amphibians found within the reserve are:
Palmate Newt
Ecology
The lifecycle of the palmate newt is very similar to that of the smooth newt and they also eat
very similar prey (including frog tadpoles). Eggs are laid individually on plant leaves during the
spring and the newt larvae (efts) that hatch out have a 'frill' of external gills behind their head.
The larvae grow their front legs first, unlike frogs and toads, and leave the water in the summer
months once they have lost their gills. Palmate newts eat various invertebrates and outside of
the breeding season they are often found on land, in damp areas of the garden under logs or
other debris. (Amphibian and Reptile Conservation, Palmate Newt)
Smooth Newt
Ecology
Adults are often found in ponds during the breeding season and into summer (February − June).
Spawn is laid as individual eggs, each of which is wrapped carefully in a leaf of pond weed, by
the female newt. Unlike the tadpoles of frogs and toads, newt larvae develop their front legs
before their back legs. They breathe through external feathery gills which sprout from behind the
head. Juvenile newts leave the water in later summer after losing their gills. Smooth newts eat
invertebrates either on land or in water. They also prey on frog tadpoles. Outside of the
breeding season, newts come onto land and are often found in damp places, frequently
underneath logs and debris in the summer months. (Amphibian and Reptile Conservation,
Smooth Newt)
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Common Frog
Ecology
Spawning takes place during early spring, starting in the south of Britain as early as January.
Tadpoles generally take up to sixteen weeks to grow back legs, then front legs before they
metamorphose into tiny froglets, ready to leave the water in early summer (often June, but in
some ponds this may be as late as September).
Mature' tadpoles are faintly speckled with a gold/brown colouration which distinguishes them
from the black tadpoles of the common toad. Common frogs feed on a variety of invertebrate
prey, slugs and snails particularly. This makes them very beneficial to gardeners. (Amphibian
and Reptile Conservation, Common Frog)
Common Toad
Ecology
Common toads have a strong migratory instinct and will follow the same route back to ancestral
breeding ponds each spring. They congregate at these ponds in early spring, often a couple of
weeks after common frogs breed. After a relatively short breeding period (often not more than a
week) adult toads migrate away from ponds, being far more tolerant of dry conditions than the
common frog.
Common toads are most active at night when they hunt invertebrates including snails, slugs,
ants and spiders. If they find a good source of food they can become sedentary. Indeed they
may often remain in gardens for long periods in the summer months. Unlike the common frog,
toadspawn is laid in strings (not clumps) and toad tadpoles are black and form shoals. Toadlets
can emerge from ponds in huge numbers during early summer, usually after heavy rain
(Amphibian and Reptile Conservation, Common Toad).
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Amphibian and the Law
All the above four species of amphibian, the smooth and palmate newts, the common frog and
common toad, are protected only by Section 9(5) of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981. This
section prohibits sale, barter, exchange, transporting for sale and advertising to sell or to buy.
Collection and keeping of these widespread amphibian species is not an offence.

The site is host to a wide range of other animals including many protected species which
include:
Otter
Signs of otter have been recorded within several areas of the reserve.
An annual otter survey is undertaken in the reserve and all signs recorded and mapped.
Surveys undertaken by the Countryside Rangers.
Ecology and Habitat
Otters are semi−aquatic mammals that are mainly but not exclusively nocturnal.
The average male weighs around 9kg and 1.lmetres in length, females are a little smaller.
Otter's home range size can range from approximately 20km of watercourse for a female and
32km for a male.
They feed mostly on fish although when fish stocks are low they will eat frog, toads, birds and
mammals. The amount of time they spend on different parts of their home range is related to the
abundance of their fish prey. The otters home range often include separate river and pond
systems and they can cover large distances of 16km or more in one night.
Legal Protection
Otters are protected by the EC Habitats Directive, which is transposed into domestic law
through the Conservation (Natural Habitats, &c.) Regulations 1994. The latter are hereafter
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referred to as 'the Habitats Regulations'. Under the Habitats Regulations, otters are classed as
"European Protected Species" and therefore given the highest level of species protection.
The Conservation (Natural Habitats, &c.) Amendment (Scotland) Regulations 2007 enhanced
this protection such that, in summary, it is now illegal to:
deliberately or recklessly kill, injure or take (capture) an otter
deliberately or recklessly disturbl or harass an otter
damage, destroy or obstruct access to a breeding site or resting place of an otter (i.e. an
otter shelter)
Thus, otter shelters are legally protected whether or not an otter is present The otter is also the
subject of UK and North Lanarkshire Species Action Plans (SAPs).

Bats
The following species have been confirmed within Gartcosh Industrial Park:
•

Pipistrelle

Pipistrellus pipistrellus

•

Daubenton's Bat

Myotis daubentonil

Brown Long−eared Bat

Pipistrellus auritus

An annual survey is undertaken to help determine the presence of the above species and other
species of bat.
Habitat and Ecology
All the bats within North Lanarkshire are very small ranging in weight from 3 grams to 12 grams.
All are insectivores and use echolocations to find their insect prey. A single pipistrelle can feed
on up to 3,000 midges in one night.
Bats require different conditions in their roosts depending on the time of year. They have well
established traditions and tend to return to the same sites, at the same time, year after year.
During the summer, females form nursery colonies in warmer sites such as buildings, trees and
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bridges to give birth and raise young. Bats typically give birth to only one pup per year. During
the winter months both sexes hibernate in cooler underground sites such as trees, buildings,
bridges or underground structures. Tree hole are used throughout the year.
Bats and the Law
All bats and their roosts are protected by law.
All bats are protected by the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 and by the Conservation
(Natural Habitats, &c.) Regulations 1994.
Is an offence to:
• intentionally or deliberately kill, injure or capture (take) a bat
• deliberately disturb a bat (whether in a roost or not)
• damage, destroy or obstruct access to a bat roost
possess or transport a bat or any part of a bat, unless acquired legally
• sell, barter or exchange a bat, or any part of a bat

It is a legal requirement to consult Scottish Natural Heritage before you
do anything that might affect bats or their roosts. This might include:
• blocking, filling, or installing grilles over old mines or tunnels
• building, alteration or maintenance work
getting rid of unwanted bat colonies
• removing hollow trees
• re−roofing
• remedial timber treatment
• rewiring or plumbing in roofs
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treatment of wasps, bees or cluster flies.

Remember that because bats return to the same places every year, a bat roost is
protected even if there are no bats there.

Some of the above activities, including disturbing or any attempt to remove the bats, may be
legitimately undertaken under the terms of a licence issued either by SNH.

Water Vole
Water Voles are known to be present within the Bothlin Burn along the Gartcosh Railway
section of the reserve.
An annual survey has been undertaken over the past 5 years to determine presence of the
species.
Habitat and Ecology
Water voles can be confused with rats and there is a risk the methods used to kill rats lead to
the accidental destruction of water voles colonies.
There are several clear characteristics to distinguish between a water vole and a rat. The water
vole has small hidden ears, silky mid−brown fur although in Scotland they are often darker and
sometimes black, a blunt nose and a shorter furry tail, whereas the brown rat has big ears, grey
brown fur, a pointed nose and a long, pink and scaly hairless tale. Water voles also feed on
vegetation whereas rats are opportunist feeders and will eat a variety of foods.
Their burrow systems have several horizontal layers to guard against flooding, and there is
usually an underwater entrance to provide this strong swimmer with a safe route in and out.
Above−water entrances to the burrow can often be identified by 'lawn' of cropped grass around
the hole.
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Water Voles and the Law
Since 1998 the water vole has received legal protection through its inclusion on Schedule 5 of
the Wildlife & Countryside Act
1981 (as amended), in respect of Section 9(4) only. This means that the water voles' places of
shelter or protection are protected, but not the animals themselves. Recently the Nature
Conservation (Scotland) Act 2004 enhanced this protection by inclusion of the term 'recklessly'
in the offences quoted below. Furthermore, the current partial protection afforded this species is
under wider review and may be extended in future.
At present it is an offence to intentionally or recklessly:
• Damage, destroy or obstruct access to any structure or place which water voles use for shelter
or protection, and;
• Disturb water voles while they are using such a place. There are also certain limited scenarios
where specific defence can apply. There is a statutory defence against prosecution if it can be
demonstrated that:
the unlawful act was the incidental result of a lawful operation or other activity and that;
the person who carried out the lawful operation or other activity took reasonable precautions
for the purpose of avoiding carrying out the unlawful actor that the person;
• did not foresee, and could not reasonably have foreseen, that the unlawful act would be an
incidental result of the carrying out of the lawful operation or other activity. This defence only
applies if the person stops causing any further illegal actions as soon as practically possible
once he or she realises they are occurring.
Badger
The site is known to have a large active badger sett within it to the north eastern corner of the
Garnqueen Hill complex and several other outliers setts.
Habitat and Ecology
Badgers live in a network of underground tunnels known as sells. This network of tunnels and
chambers can be up to, on average, 30m away from the entry hole Badgers are an essentially
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a woodland animal, and will reside in this habitat or that of woodland edge. However, badgers
are known to build sells in bings, open fields, old quarries and even constructions sites and
other non−woodland habitats. Badger sells can be found in urban areas. It is particularly
common in Central Scotland for Badgers to be found in alternative sites.
Badgers and the Law
Badgers are protected in Scotland by the Protection of Badgers Act 1992 and the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981 and amendments including the Nature Conservation (Scotland) Act 2004.
The purpose of the Protection of Badgers Act 1992 is to protect badgers from incidental effects
of lawful activities and deliberate attempts to inflict injury or kill badgers.
Under the Act it is illegal to:
willfully kill, injure, take, possess or cruelly ill treat a badger or attempt to do so;
• interfere with a badger sell by damaging or destroying it;
obstruct access to, or any entrance of, a badger sell; and
• disturb a badger when it is occupying a sell.

Odonata
The Reserve holds all 9 species of Odonata known to reside within North Lanarkshire. All
species are found in high density numbers throughout the Reserve.
Odonata: Azure Damselfly, Common Blue Damselfly, Blue−tailed Damselfly, Large Red
Damselfly, Emerald Damselfly, Common Darter, Black Darter, Four Spotted Chaser and
Common Hawker.
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Birds
Breeding:
•

Blackbird Turdus merula

•

Mistle Thrush Turdus viscivorus

•

Blackcap Sylvia atricapilla

•

Moorhen Gal/mu/a chioropus

•

Blue Tit Parus caeruleus

•

Oystercatcher

Haematopus

ostralegus
•

Bullfinch Pyrrhula pyrrhu/a

•

Pied Wagtail Motacilla a/ba

•

Buzzard Buteo buteo

•

Raven Corvus corax

•

Carrion Crow Corvus corone

•

Reed Bunting Embenza schoeniclus

•

Chaffinch Frin gil/a coelebs

•

Ringed Plover Charadrius hiaticula

•

Chiffchaff Phy//oscopus co//ybita

•

Robin Enthacus rubecula

•

Coal Tit Parus ater

•

SedgeWarbier

Acrocephalus

schoenobaenus
•

Dunnock Prune/la modu/aris

•

Skylark A/auda arvensis

•

Goldfinch Cardue/is carduelis

•

Snipe Ga//inago ga//inago

•

Grasshopper

•

Song Thrush Turdus phi/ome/os

•

Sparrowhawk Accipiter nisus

Warbler

Locuste//a

nae via
•

Great Tit Parus major

•

Great−Spotted

Woodpecker •

Starling Sturnus vu/garis

Dendrocopos major
•

Greenfinch Carduelis ch/oris

•

Stock Dove Columba oenas

•

Tawny Owl Strix aluco

•

House Sparrow Passer domesticus

•

Tree Pipit Anthus trivia/is

•

Kestrel Falco tinnuncu/us

•

Tufted Duck Aythya fuligula

•

Lapwing Vane//us vane//us

•

Wheatear Oenanthe oenanthe

•

Whitethroat Sy/via communis

•

Long−tailed Tit Aegitha/os caudatus

•

Willow Warbler Phylloscopus trochilus

•

Magpie Pica pica

•

Wood Pigeon Columba pa/umbus

•

Mallard Anas p/atyrhynchos

•

Wren Troglodytes troglodytes

•

Meadow Pipit Anthus pratensis

•

Yellowhammer Emberiza citrinel/a
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Non−breeding:

Peregrine Falco peregnnus

•

Black−headed Gull

•

Goldcrest Regulus regulus

•

Grey Heron Ardea cinerea

•

Rook Cotvus frugilegus

•

House Martin Delichon urbica

•

Swallow Hirundo rustica

•

Jackdaw Coivus monedula

•

Swift Apus apus

•

Lesser−black−backed

Gull

Larus

fuscus

Wintering:

•

Fieldfare Turdus pilaris

•

Redwing Turdus iiacus

•

Goldfinch Carduelis carduelis

•

Snipe Gaiinago gallinago

•

Jack Snipe Lymnocryptes minimus

•

Woodcock Scolopax rusticola

•

Linnet Carduelis cannabina

Birds and the Law
All wild birds in the UK are protected under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as
amended).
It is an offence to intentionally or recklessly:
−kill, injure or take a wild bird;
−take, damage, destroy or interfere with a nest of any wild bird whilst it is in use or being built (or
at any time for a nest habitually used by any bird listed in Schedule Al
−obstruct or prevent any wild bird from using its nest
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−take or destroy an egg of any wild bird
−disturb any wild bird listed on Schedule 1 whilst it is building a nest or is in, on, or near a nest
containing eggs or young, or whilst lekking
−disturb the dependent young of any wild bird listed on Schedule 1
−harass any wild bird listed on Schedule 1A
It is also an offence to possess or control a live or dead wild bird, an egg of a wild bird (or any
such derivatives), or to knowingly cause or permit any of the above acts to be carried out.
(Scottish Natural Heritage, Bird legislation)

3.4: Cultural
3.4.1: Past land use
The site comprised of agricultural land until the latter part of the 19th century. Appendix 3. The
Gartcosh Iron and Steel Works were constructed on an infill platform on the Bothlin Burn valley
between 1858 and 1872. The works occupied the south western portion of the later Gartcosh
Rolling Mill's footprint and operated until about 1960. The Gartcosh Rolling Mill was built in 1960
and operated until 1986. It was located immediately to the east of old Iron and Steel Works and
its construction involved leveling the site and further infilling of the Bothlin Burn valley. The
Rolling Mill ceased operation in 1986 and was removed by British Steel at the time. The
demolition of the Mill and associated ground remediatiori was completed between 1986 and
1996.
In 1998 an ecological appraisal was undertaken for the development of Strategic Development
Site. During this appraisal GCN were discovered. A feasibility study was undertaken to develop
the reserve around the edge of the Strategic Investment Site. Translocation of amphibians and
flora to the purpose built reserve was agreed.
Works were carried out on the reserve during 2003 and 2004.

3.4.2: Present land use
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The land is currently used by dog walkers, horse riders, commuters going to and from Gartcosh,
Glenboig and the railway station. Bird watchers and other wildlife enthusiasts are often seen on
the site.
The Countryside Ranger Service runs events, walks and talks on the reserve on an annual
basis.
Local schools and the neighborhood group are frequent users to the reserve using it as a base
for forest schools and other educational uses. Local schools have also participated in
improvements on the reserve such as wildflower planting. Appendix 4.
The site is a haven for wildlife including locally and nationally rare and protected species.

3.4.3: Past management for nature conservation
3.4.3.1 Initial Works on the Nature Reserve
As part of the mitigation for this development the area now known as the Nature Reserve was
enhanced /created and conveyed to North Lanarkshire Council along with a sum amount to
manage the reserve over the next 20 years.
As part of the mitigation for Amphibians and other protected species (in 2003 and 2004) the
following habitat creation works were undertaken:
•
•

Creation of pond clusters and associated aquatic and swamp communities and bunkers
Creation of amphibian hibernacula

•

Creation of a fen complex through translocation of turves from Gartcosh development
site

•

Creation of new areas of broadleaved woodland and scrub through planting

•
•

Creation of new areas of wet and dry neutral grassland
Creation of a newt wall around the site

•

Translocation of all amphibians on the Industrial site to the Reserve

•

Translocation of notable flora from the Industrial site to the Reserve

The creation of the following was broken down into each complex.
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Bothlin Burn Complex
In this zone two pond clusters were created, each containing 4 ponds of varying size and depth.
The pond clusters were surrounded by a mixture of created and existing habitats. 3 further
ponds were created to the east of these clusters to help with connectivity to the other
complexes. This complex has 13 amphibian hibernacula.
Garnqueen Hill Complex
5 ponds were created in this zone of varying sizes and depths and were surrounded by existing
and created habitat. 2 further ponds were created adjacent to the western boundary to help with
connectivity. This area has 7 amphibian hibernacula.
A path network was created around both the Bothlin Burn and Garnqueen Hill complexes.
Gartcosh Railway Junction
6 ponds were created in this zone of varying size and depth surrounded by a mixture of created
and existing habitats. This zone has 6 amphibian hibernacula.
A permanent newt wall was built to prevent animals moving into the industrial from the reserve.
The wall runs along the western and southern edge of the Bothlin Burn zone and continues
along the western edge of the Garnqueen Hill zone. It runs along the western periphery of the
site from the Bothlin Burn to the Railway line.
The following flora were translocated during the above works.
.

Greater Spearwort Ranunculus lingua, Narrow−leaved Water−plantain Alisma lanceolatum,
Spring Quillwort Isoetes echinospora and Tubular Water−dropwort Oenanthe fist ulosa were
translocated into the margins at all pond clusters.

•

Viper's Bugloss Echium vu!gare and Common Centaury Centauriurn etythraea were
translocated into newly created well−drained calcareous grassland and areas of basic slag.

•

Round−fruited
Rush Juncus corn pressus, False Fox−sedge Carex otrubae and
A
ddesr'−tongue
Ophioglossurn vulgatum were translocated into newly created wet neutral grassland.

•

Least Bur−reed Sparganiurn natans and Blue Water−Speedwell Veronica anagallis−aquatica
were translocated into shallow to moderately deep water at all pond clusters.
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.

Pendulous Sedge Carex pendula were translocated into damp woodland and shaded banks
within the Bothlin Burn Corridor Zone.

.

Wild Teasel Dipsacus fullonum were translocated and seeded into damp, open woodland,
woodland margins, hedgerows, grasslands and areas of disturbed soil.

.

Scirpus atrivirens were translocated into wet grassland. (Smith, 2003)

3.4.3.2 GCN and other Amphibian Translocation
In 2004 and 2005 translocation of amphibians including GCN; Smooth Newt; Palmate Newt;
Common Frog and Common Toad was carried out. In 2004 amphibians were only translocated
to the Railway Junction Zone. In 2005 they were translocated to the Garnqueen and Bothlin
Burn Junction Zones only. Since 2005 annual surveys of the Industrial Park site have been
carried out and translocation of any amphibian to the Reserve undertaken.
Annual surveys of the reserve for amphibians are also undertaken and the population detected
a steady increase between 2006 and 2012 of GCNs. However other amphibian species have
decreased slightly over the past few years this may be due to the fact that surveys are timed for
GCN activity and miss peak activity for frogs and toads.
3.4.3.3 Grayling Butterfly Translocation
A Grayling Butterfly Translocation Programme was undertaken in 2008 and 2011 onto the
reserve. Grayling were found during the promotion of a development of a former foundry site in
New Stevenson, North Lanarkshire. This development resulted in the loss of their habitat. As
part of mitigation for this loss the population was translocated from the development site to an
area of suitable habitat within the reserve an area to the south of the Garnqueen Hill zone which
is former steel slag, railway lines and an area of species, rich but sparsely vegetated boulder
clay.
The translocation was completed in 2 phases. The initial phase took place in 2008 where 72
adults were translocated onto the reserve. The second phase was undertaken in 2011 where 18
adults were translocated.
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A 5 year Management Plan for the Grayling Butterfly was written in October of 2011. Monitoring
and management of this area is ongoing in accordance to the Management Plan.

3.4.3.4 Further Works
Since the creation of the reserve much work has been undertaken these include:
•

Boulder with a map of the reserve and animals within the reserve were erected at the
entrances of the reserve in 2006

•

In 2011 the reserve was officially designated as a Local Nature Reserve. For the
opening of the reserve several benches were commissioned for these benches local
children were asked to create a design
Planting of native broadleaved trees within the Mature Woodland

•

Bins have also been installed at these entrances

•

Coppicing of Willow at the Gartcosh Railway zone

•

Shrub removal

•

Erection of bird and bat boxes

3.4.3.5 Annual Works carried out
The site has an annual work programme which has been undertaken since 2009. These works
include:
•

Wall inspection and repair

•

Clearance of vegetation form the ponds

•

Strimming of 50% of grasslands within the 3 complexes

•

Strimming of grassland around the wall and paths

•

Survey's for Protected Species.

3.4.5: Past status of the site
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The mature woodland area of the site was designated as a Site of Importance for Nature
Conservation (SINC) in 1999 however most of the area was of industrial past and had no
conservation legal status before this designation. Map 7.

3.4.6: Present legal status of the site
The site meets SNH's minimum criteria for designation as a Site of Special Scientific Interest
due to its Great Crested Newt population.
The full Reserve is a SINC and in 2011 was designated as a Local Nature Reserve (LNR). As a
SINC and LNR and the site is afforded protection from development under:
NBE I Protecting the Natural and Built Environment
A Natural Environment
The Council will safeguard sites of importance for natural and biodiversity from development.
I International Sites
a. Special Areas of Conservation
b. Special Protection Areas
Development likely to have a significant effect on a Natura 2000 site will be subject to an
appropriate assessment. Where an assessment is unable to conclude that a development will
not adversely
where:−(a)affect the integrity of the site, development will only be permitted
there are no alternative solutions; and
(b) there are imperative reasons of overriding public interest.
These can be of a social or economic nature except where the site has been designated for a
European priority habitat or species.
Consent can only be issued in such cases where the reasons for overriding public interest relate
to human health, public safety, beneficial consequences of primary importance for the
environment or other reasons subject to the opinion of the European Commission (via Scottish
Ministers).
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2 National Sites
a, Sites of Special Scientific Interest
Development that affects a Site of Special Scientific Interest will only be permitted where an
appraisal has demonstrated:
(a) the objectives of the designated area and the overall integrity of the area would not be
compromised; or
(b) any significant adverse effects on the qualities for which the area has been designated are
clearly
outweighed by social or economic benefits of national importance.
3 Regional Sites
a. Regional Scenic Areas
b. Areas of Great Landscape Value
c. Regional Parks
Planning permission will only be granted for proposals potentially affecting Local and Other
Sites of Importance listed below if it can be demonstrated to the Council's satisfaction that there
will be no adverse impact or that any impacts can be mitigated in environmental terms relevant
to the impact.
4 Local Sites
a. Sites of Importance for Nature Conservation
b. Local Nature Reserves
c. Country Parks
d. Tree Preservation Orders
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5 Other Sites of Importance
a. Wildlife Corridors
b. Trees and Woodlands
c. Watercourses and Wetlands
d. Flood Plains
e. Core Paths, Public Rights of Way, and access rights

6 Protected Species
Development that significantly affects a species protected by law will only be permitted where
an appraisal has demonstrated:
(a) that the protected species would not be compromised; or
(b) any significant adverse effects on the protected species are mitigated through planning
conditions or use of planning agreements to:
a) facilitate the survival of individual members of the species; b) reduce disturbance to a
minimum; and c) provide adequate alternative habitats to sustain at least the current levels of
population of the species locally.

3.5: People − Stakeholders, local communities
3.5.1: Local communities and Stakeholders
Stakeholders include the local primary schools (Gartcosh and Glenboig), parents and careers of
pupils, the local people of Gartcosh and Glenboig and local landowners.
Within the council Greenspace Development, Grounds Maintenance are stakeholders as both
do continual work to improve the site.
Glenboig neighbourhood group have been heavy involved with the reserve.
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Stakeholders also include Scottish Enterprise who gifted the reserve to North Lanarkshire as
part of planning mitigation at the industrial site.
Scottish Natural Heritage have given advice and had a large amount of input into the reserve.

3.5.2 Access and Tourism
The site has a good path network throughout both the Bothlin Burn and Garnqueen zones
linking to the Duck Walk, Right of Way and Core Path Network.
It lies to the east of the village of Gartcosh and to the west of the village of Glenboig. Public
access over the site is encouraged through the path network.
The main entrance to the site is of the Auldyards Road, directly of Junction 12a on the M73.
This entrance is not ideal as there is no formal parking area. It is also a gathering place for
resting truck drivers and is often busy with fast driving traffic.
There is another entrance which can be accessed by foot from Glenboig however there is some
issues with this as access is directly by Croftfoot Cottage. The owner of the cottage has made
several complaints about people parking cars and vans on the private access road to her
property. Signs have been erected to deal with this problem.

3.5.3: Interpretation provision
A leaflet was produced by the Countryside Rangers Service in 2010 to raise awareness of the
site.
The site has a boulder at both the Auldyards Road entrance and the Glenboig entrance, these
boulder have map on them to help people navigate their way around the reserve.
The site has no other interpretation but this will hopefully be rectified over the next few years
through planned work. This will include working with local groups to design interpretation
boards for the park.
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3.5.4: Educational use
The reserve is used by the local school as a base for their Forest School and by the
neighborhood group whom take their after school and out of school children to the reserve. The
Countryside Rangers Service also undertakes annual walk and talks on the reserve.
The site is used by many different groups for training purposes these include The Amphibian
and Reptile Conservation Trust and Froglife.
It has recently become a Dragonfly Hotspot a designation given by the British Dragonfly Society.
This involves training event being held at the reserve and the creation of dragonfly interpretation
for the site.
In 2010 the site was the subject of a PhD monitoring program. It was monitored throughout the
year by the student and results reported within a thesis. The report was named: Translocation of
a Population of Great Crested Newts (Tnturus cristatus): A Scottish Case Study by Deborah
Catherine McNeill BSc Aquatic Bioscience.
This
project
self−sustai
ning, was designed to test the effectiveness of translocation in producing a
viable population. The key aims were: to ascertain if the population was successfully
re−established in the receptor site at a level comparable with the donor site; to access whether
the newly created habitat was suitable for supporting a population of great crested newts; to
determine what constitutes a successful translocation and how best to achieve this within the
Scottish context.
The report concludes that the population size is being maintained and that there is recruitment
of new adults. It could not determine whether survival rates have changed, whether the
recruitment is a true gain or indicative of the 'old' newts having died off and whether survival and
recruitment are high enough to continue to maintain the population at previous levels. However.
post monitoring is scheduled for the GNR until 2015, relying on simple counts of breeding
adults.
It also concluded that Future translocations would benefit immeasurably from the inclusion of
surveying population dynamics, survival, recruitment and growth rates in the pre−monitoring
stages.
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3.6: Landscape
Gartcosh was the site of the former Woodneuk House and Hayhill Farm. In 1865 Woodneuk
Iron Work was constructed and part of the site and the surrounding area was subject to many
years of heavy industry. The steel works closed in February 1986. Since then the area has
undergone a process of habitat enhancements and natural regeneration to provide a mosaic of
habitats such as wetlands, ponds, woodland and scrub.

3.7: Hayhill Cottage
There has been a long standing issue of sewage from Hayhill Cottage entering a pond within
the Reserve. Scottish Environment Protection Agency (SEPA) is involved and a new septic tank
has been by the cottage owners. However, a soak away is required. This soak−away will have to
encompass part of North Lanarkshire Council (NLC) land. It was decided through discussions
through the collage owners, SEPA and members of North Lanarkshire's Greenspace
Development that this small area of land should be sold to the occupant. The process of this
sale has been a long ongoing issue and is now in the hands of NLC's legal department.
When the sale of land goes ahead, Greenspace Development need to contact SEPA to ensure
the works are completed.
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4. Management of the site
The sites features will be monitored and assessed using SN H's Site Condition Monitoring and
assessment of conditions.
The purpose of Site Condition Monitoring is to determine the condition of the designated natural
feature within a site. This is to establish whether the natural feature is likely to maintain itself in
the medium to longer term under the current management regime and wider environmental or
other influences. There are in excess of 5000 individual natural features of special interest
hosted on designated sites which are monitored on a rolling programme through Site Condition
Monitoring.'
When assessing the results of Site Condition Monitoring, the condition of an individual natural
feature is assigned to one of eight condition categories:
i) Favourable Maintained − the attribute targets set for the natural features have been met, and
the natural feature is likely to be secure on the site under present conditions;
ii) Favourable Recovered − the condition of the natural feature has recovered from a previous
unfavourable condition, and attribute targets are now being met;
iii) Favourable Declining − the attribute targets set for the natural features have been met, but
evidence suggests that condition will worsen unless remedial action is taken;
iv) Unfavourable Recovering − one or more of the attribute targets have not been met on the
site, but management measures are in place to improve the condition;
v) Unfavourable No Change − one or more of the attribute targets have not been met, and
recovery is unlikely under the present management and activity on the site;
vi) Unfavourable Declining − one or more of the attribute targets have not been met, evidence
suggests that condition will worsen unless remedial action is taken;
vii) Partially Destroyed − something has happened on the site which has destroyed part of the
natural feature; there is no prospect of restoring the destroyed area;
viii) Totally Destroyed − the natural feature is no longer present, there is no prospect of restoring
it. (Scottish Natural Heritage, Site Conditioning Monitoring)
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5. Current/Continuous Management of the Reserve
Management Features, Objectives, Attributes, Factors and List.
Habitats
Feature I − Ponds
Management Rationale
Gartcosh was created and designated as a Site of Importance of Nature Conservation, and a
,
Local Nature Reserve. It would qualify as a Site of Special Scientific Interest due to the
significantly large population of Great Crested Newt on site (potentially the largest population in
Scotland). It is therefore important to monitor and manage the reserve with this species in mind.
The site has 24 Great Crested Newt breeding ponds.
Amphibians prefer ponds with a suitable mixture of submerged vegetation and open water
which provide niches for refuge, forage, courtship displays and breeding. The optimum
macrophyte content of ponds for Amphibians is within the range of 50−75 % cover for
submerged vegetation (Swan and Oldham 1993). When monitoring for invasive aquatic plants it
is important if New Zealand Pigmyweed/Australian Swam Stonecrop Cassula helmsii is found
professional advice is undertaken before eradication. Advice can be sought from: Centre for
Aquatic Plant Management, Broadmoor Lane, Sonning, Reading, Berkshire, RG4 0TH (Tel.
0118 9690072).
It is important to monitor the ponds on an annual basis to help evaluate and review
management techniques.
Objective
To maintain the pond habitats with suitable structural diversity to support populations
of breeding amphibians most notably great crested newts. Each pond score will be
reviewed and compared to its previous score to help determine future management.
Each attribute will be surveyed and monitored to help determine future management.
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. Attributes
1. Pond area
The extent of the ponds can be affected by a range of activities, such as groundwater
abstraction, excessive sediment deposition and natural succession. It is important to
maintain the extent of all the ponds on the site for Great Crested Newts.
Measuring axes of regular shaped ponds should be carried out either by pacing out in
the field or by using a map. Irregular shaped ponds should be treated as a series of
geometrical shapes and the calculated area for each added together. Extent of ponds
should be compared to previous years to determine any loss of habitat.
• Target:
To retain the extent of ponds within the site.
2. Pond Persistence
This should be deduced form past experience of the site and also based on surveyors
judgment taking in the water level at the time of the survey. All breeding ponds depth
should be visually measured mid−August and mid−September.
• Target:
Minimum summer water depth 10cm for at least 50% of all GCN breeding ponds.

3. Water Quality
The water quality assessment for each pond should be based on the Pond
Conservation Big Pond Dip invertebrate or PSYM scoring system, see links below.
http://www.f.k/wordpress/wp−contentluploads/201
3/09/Pond−Conservation−lnvertebrate−Survey−Method.pdf
http://www.freshwaterhabitats.org.uk/wordpress/wp−contentluploadsl2Ol
3/09/N PMN_PSYM_MAN UAL_J u Iy09. pdf
• Target:
To survey all ponds using an appropriate scoring system in order to establish a
baseline and thereafter to maintain a good water quality in all ponds.
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4. Shade
An estimate percentage of shading of the pond to a least 1 m of the periphery of the
ponds should be undertaken. Shading can be from trees and should include emergent
pond vegetation. The estimate should be made during the period from May to the end
of September.
Target:
25% of breeding ponds to have less than 20% of the southern margin solidly
shaded.
5. Fowl
A count of all waterfowl will be undertaken on annual basis. This will take the form of a
visual assessment between March and September.
Target:
Waterfowl absent from <75% of ponds.
Most pond use by waterfowl is at night. Unrealistic target?

6. Fish
Ponds should be surveyed for fish on an annual basis between March and September.
Observation checks and torchlight survey to determine the presence of fish. This may
also be combined with GCN, invertebrate, overhanging vegetation surveys.
• Target:
Fish absent from >75% of ponds.

7. Terrestrial Habitat
Good terrestrial newt habitat will include a number of habitats that offer cover for
foraging and hibernation opportunities. These should include meadow, rough
grassland hedges, scrub and woodland. Visual assessment also to include refuge
habitat to be undertaken annually at any time of the year.
• Target:
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No loss or fragmentation of the site compared with previous years.

8. Macrophytes
An estimate percentage of all pond surface area occupied by macrophyte cover
extends should be undertaken on each pond between May to mid− September. This
should include all floating, submerging and emergent plants.
Target:
25%−100% of margin covered by marginal and emergent species.
25%−75% of pond bottom and mid−water surface covered by submerging or
floating species.

Factor List
1— Encroaching excessive vegetation
2— Invasive vegetation
3— Overhanging and encroaching scrub
4 −Excessive algae growth
5—Nutrient enrichment
6— Pollution
Annual monitoring of the ponds by Greenspace Development staff−The ponds
will be assessed using SNH's site monitoring conditions to give an overall view
of condition and any adverse affects. Evaluate results of survey to determine
the ponds condition. The following management is currently been undertaken
annually if features are found to be in a favorable condition this should carry
on.
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Management List
1. Monitor all ponds for excessive aquatic vegetation and invasive
vegetation− this should be undertaken in August−September
2. Clearance of excessive aquatic vegetation − this should be carried out
by hand pulling and raking with a double headed rake of the vegetation
to create as little disturbance to the ponds as possible there should be a
return visit the next day to clear up any plant remnants that have floated
to the surface− work should be undertaken in November and January
3. Clearance of overhanging and encroaching scrub. This should be
undertaken in April.
4. Barley straw should be introduced into the middle of each pond to help
prevent algal growth. This should be carried out in February each year.
Monitor pH at all ponds, 3 samples to be taken in May each year.
5. Continue to monitor the condition of the ponds.

. Where the causes of unfavorable conditions are not clear, Greenspace
Development and partners will conduct further assessment or research to
determine the cause and identify possible solutions

Feature 2 − Fen and Swamp habitat
Site Rationale
Swamp areas exist around the ponds and a Fen area within the Bothlin Burn complex. Without
management these would dry out with the invasion of scrub. Management of Fen and swamps
are often carried out by grazing however due to the foraging Amphibians this method is thought
to be unsuitable. It is important to monitor these habitats to help evaluate and review
management techniques.
Objective
To maintain the pond habitats with suitable structural diversity to support populations
of breeding amphibians.
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. Attributes
1. Habitat Extent
The swamp and fen vegetation is located around the ponds an compromised of a
relatively small area of approximately 1 ha.
Target:
No net loss in fen swamp habitat.

2. Habitat Composition
The
n
on−woofen
dy and swamp area should be monitored annually for the succession of both
vascular plants such as Rubus fruiticosus. Also form trees and scrub which will
dry out this habitat and may cause damage to vegetation structure through shading
effects.
Target:
Retain the variety and extent of swamp and fen vegetation

. Factors
I − Encroaching invasive vegetation
2— Encroaching scrub

o Management List
Annually monitor the swamp habitat to access cover of marginal aquatic vegetation,
tall
A
ugusemergent
t−September. species and tree/scrub species. This should be undertaken in
Annual monitoring of the fen habitat
Clearance of encroaching vegetation i.e. Bulrush and other invasive species− this
should be undertaken in December and January.
Clearance of encroaching scrub− this should be undertaken in April
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Continue to monitor the condition of the fen and swamp habitat
. Where the causes of unfavorable conditions are not clear, Greenspace Development
and partners will conduct further assessment or research to determine the cause and
identify possible solutions

Feature 3− Neutral Grassland
Site Rationale
There are areas of species rich neutral grassland within both the Bothlin Burn and Garnqueen
Hill complexes. Management of this kind of grassland is often carried out by grazing however
due to the foraging Amphibians this method is thought to be unsuitable. It is important to monitor
these grasslands to ensure their integrity without damage to amphibians and to evaluate and
review management techniques.
Objective
To maintain and monitor the neutral grassland habitats with at least 50% cover. To
prevent encroachment by trees/scrub species and tall Ruderal / Invasive species.
Attributes
1. Habitat Extent
The neutral grassland throughout the reserve extends approximately ha. This grassland
hosts a variety of different plant species.
Target:
No reduction in area/size of neutral grassland.
2. Habitat Composition
The
n
on−woofen
dy and swamp area should be monitored annually for the succession of both
vascular plants such as Rubus fruiticosus. Also form trees and scrub which will
dry out this habitat and may cause damage to vegetation structure through shading
effects.
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• Target:
Retain the variety and extent of neutral grassland vegetation

. Factor List
I − Regeneration and encroachment of scrub and non−woody invasive plants
2− Grasslands becoming thatched and rank.

Management List
Annual Monitoring of grassland between August and September.
Removal of scrub
Strimming of 50% of the grassland to a height of 75mm between November and March
and cuttings to be removed and placed in habitat piles around the periphery of the site
(At least 1 metre away from newt wall). No strimming will be undertaken within 5
meters

of the ponds.

Continue to monitor the condition of the grassland
• Where the causes of unfavorable conditions are not clear, Greenspace Development
and partners will conduct further assessment or research to determine the cause and
identify possible solutions

Feature 4− Broadleaved Woodland and Scrub
Site Rationale
The site has a mature woodlands at the north and north east and has many areas of young
scrub and woodland throughout.
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The mature woodland has excellent ground flora and a good mixture of mature tree species that
include Oak, Beech, Lime and Horse Chestnut.
At the Gartcosh Railway Junction zone there is an abundance of Osier Willow Salix viminalis
this should be coppiced to ensure its structural integrity. It is important to monitor these habitats
to help evaluate and review management techniques.
Objective
Maintain the broadleaved woodland and scrub within the Reserve and keep free from
non−native invasive species. To ensure the woodland is a safe environment for
visitors.
Attributes
1. Extent
The woodland and scrub on the site is approximately 11. 74ha of land of which 6. 3ha is
semi−natural broadleaved woodland. The area to the south (Gartcosh Railway Junction)
is mainly Salix scrub with a swath through the middle of the scrub where a power line
runs. The woodland is within a mosaic of habitat which includes ponds, grasslands, fen,
bare ground etc. To assess the woodland attribute is in favorable condition targets are
set.
• Target:
No less than a 0.5% net loss of the broadleaved semi−natural habitat.
The Salix scrub to the south of the site within the Railway Junction should be
managed on a 5 yearly basis with removal of 10% of the scrub..
2. Structure and natural processes
The semi natural woodland comprise of a mix of broadleaved trees which includes
beech, lime, oak, ash.
Target:
A mixture of 10% open space this should include permanent and temporary
space.
A minimum of 10% of relatively undisturbed mature/old growth stands or a
scatter of large trees.
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A target of 10m3 per ha of fallen and standing dead wood.
There should be at least three age classes over the most common trees.
A 20−30% shrub layer.
Ground Flora 50−100% unfavorable if below 50%.

3. Invasive Species
The woodland has a small amount of Rhododendron within it, much of which has been
cleared in the past.
o Target
Woodland to have no more than 0.5% invasive species

4. Regeneration
Within the semi−natural woodland much of the trees are mature with some regeneration.
This was reinforced in 2011 by planting of native broadleaved trees within this area
(mainly oak).
Target
Signs of seedlings growing through to saplings to young trees at sufficient
density to maintain canopy density over a 10 year period.

5. Indicator of local distinctiveness
Within the semi−natural woodlands, ground flora is substantially made up of Scottish
bluebells a Scottish Biodiversity Action Plan Species as well as a Local Biodiversity
Action Plan Species.
Target
No net loss of Bluebells throughout the woodland.

.

Factor List
I − Encroachment of invasive species.
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2−Excessive and inappropriate use by people
3− Vandalism
4− Grazing by deer
5− Lack of young native species
Management
Annual monitoring of the woodland and scrub by Greenspace Development staff −The
woodlands will be assessed using SNH's site monitoring conditions to give an overall view
of condition and any adverse affects. Evaluate results of survey to determine the woodlands
condition. If feature is found to be in an unfavorable condition assessment will be made as
to which factor/s are attributing to this and the appropriate work undertaken.
List of proposed works likely to be undertaken:
.

Removal and treatment of any invasive species.

•

Felling of any unsafe trees or braches−wood is left in a safe place within the woodland
Coppicing of Salix at the Gartcosh Railway Junction zone. This should be cut to a height
of 30cm. Cutting should face outwards to allow water to drain from shoots. Work should
be undertaken between November and March. This should be carried out on a 5 yearly
basis.

•

Clearance of litter and any areas of vandalism
Report vandalism to police
Planting of native Broadleaved trees where o sign of natural regeneration is occurring
Continue to monitor the condition of the woodland

•

Where the causes of unfavorable conditions are not clear, Greenspace
Development and partners will conduct further assessment or research to
determine the cause and identify possible solutions
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Species
Feature 5 − Flora
Management Rationale
The site has a wide range of flora and several notable species. During the creation of the Nature
Reserve many of these notable plants were translocated from the development site into
appropriate habitats within the Reserve. It is important to monitor the ponds on an annual basis
to help evaluate and review management techniques.

• Objective
To maintain long term persistence of populations of notable plant species.
Attributes
1. Bluebell
• Target
No net loss of bluebell throughout woodland
2. Tubular Water−dropwort
• Target
Presence of plant
3. Round−fruited Rush
• Target
Presence of plant

• Factor List
I − Invasive vegetation
2— Loss of habitat
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Management List
Monitor the site for notable plant species in July and record number and distribution.
Continue to monitor the site for notable flora.
. Where the causes of unfavorable conditions are not dear, Greenspace Development
and partners will conduct further assessment or research to determine the cause and
identify possible solutions

Feature 6 − Great Crested Newts and other amphibians.
Management Rationale
The site was specifically created for Great Crested Newts and these animals must be at the fore
front of all the site management. Manage their habitats, ponds grasslands and hibernacula's.
The Nature Reserve may have the largest population of Great Crested Newts in Scotland. A
total of 1,594 GCN were translocated from the former steelworks and released into the Reserve.
During the period 2004−06. During the period September 2012−May 2013 a further 107 GCN
were pitfall trapped on Site 1 and released into the Reserve. On−going salvage surveys to 2014
captured a further 130 GCN bringing the total released into the reserve to date as being
approximately 1,831 GCN It is important to monitor amphibian population size on a regular
basis to help evaluate and review management techniques, During the period 2006−2013 the
number of GCN detected at ponds lay in the range 96−454 in 2013 the Reserve population was
estimated, based on a 3−10 times the maximum number detected formula, to be in the range
1362−4540. SNH SSSI Site Condition Monitoring for GCN requires three breeding pond surveys
over a period of seven years.
Egg and larval counts were also part of the management techniques up until 2011. It was
determined that this may be having a detrimental effect through the intrusive nature of this
survey type (damage to the eggs) it is no longer undertaken.
The Great Crested Newt survey was a requirement of the Planning Conditions, as set out in
Clause 38, Outlined Consent N10110000110UT. Section 32 of the Minute of Agreement between
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SE, NLC and SNH agreed in 2006 includes the transfer of the GNR to NLC and also includes
NLC commitment to Maintenance of the Reserve: 'NLC shall be responsible for the
maintenance of the Nature Reserve and the conservation of the self−sustaining population of the
Great Crested Newts on the Nature Reserve in accordance of the Management Plan' (Refer
Section 5 of the 2002 and 2004 Minute of Agreement). As Great Crested Newts are a European
protected species survey work needs to be undertaken by a licenced person.
Table below shows peak times when survey should be carried out (Froglife Advice Sheet 11:
Surveying for Great Crested Newt Conservation). Darker colours indicate optimal time to carry
out surveys, L indicates technique likely to find larvae.

The above is undertaken for all amphibians on the reserve.
Objective
To maintain and monitor the Reserve for amphibians with particular emphasis on
Great Crested Newts.
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. Attributes
1. Species Extent
The site has 24 ponds and all but 1 pond are surveyed for the presence of Great
Crested Newts and other amphibians.
• Target
No net loss to the extent of the habitat or loss to of amphibians

2. Species Diversity
The reserve has 5 species of amphibian, GCN, palmate newt, smooth newt, common
frog and common toad.
Target
Retain all 5 species of amphibian throughout the site.3. Species Density
The site has all 5 species of amphibian in high numbers throughout the reserve

Target:
Continuous use by amphibians of all the ponds. At least 20% of peak count (peak count
to be taken as the highest site total from monitoring data in the initial first 3 years of
surveys) for 4 consecutive years.

• Factor List
1− Encroaching, excessive Vegetation
2− − Invasive vegetation
3− − Overhanging and encroaching scrub
4− Loss of Terrestrial Habitat and Refuse Habitat
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5− Vandalism
6− Wear and tear to newt wall

Management List
Past Management
Annual surveys for amphibians have included:
1. Torchlight surveys undertaken between late February and late May on five
separate nights for each pond during suitable weather.
2. Egg searches and net surveys for larvae around each pond margin in May in
optimum weather conditions.
3. Terrestrial habitat and hibernacula hand searches
Future Management
1. In alternate years undertake torchlight surveys, between late February and late
May on at least four separate nights, for each pond during suitable weather.
(In count years review sum total of adults detected in all ponds)
2. Annually monitor and maintain hibernacula's and terrestrial habitat,
3. Maintain the integrity of the Reserve newt wall (quarterly inspections and remedial
actions)
4. Review medium−long term options for Reserve newt wall replacement

.

Where the causes of unfavorable conditions are not clear, Greenspace
Development and partners will conduct further assessment or research to
determine the cause and identify possible solutions
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Feature 7 − Bats
Rationale
Three species of bat have been recorded at and around the Nature Reserve, Pipistrelle
Pipistrellus pipistrellus, Daubenton's Bat Myotis daubentonii and Brown Long−eared Bat
Plecotus auritus. All species of bats are European Protected Species therefore important to
monitor the reserve for these important species to help evaluate and review management
techniques.
• Objective
To monitor the bat populations within the Reserve.
Attributes
1. Bats
• Target:
Continued use by bats
Factor List
1− Development around the site
2− Condition of woodland used by bats

Management List
Annual Bat survey− Surveys should follow the National Bat Monitoring Programme
survey methodology. The survey should be undertaken between May and August
inclusive and under optimum weather conditions. This survey should be undertaken at
dusk.
• Where the causes of unfavorable conditions are not clear, Greenspace
Development and partners will conduct further assessment or research to
determine the cause and identify possible solutions
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Feature 8 − Otter
Rationale
Otters have been recorded on and around the reserve. It is therefore important to monitor the
reserve for this important species to help evaluate and review management techniques.

• Objective
To maintain and monitor the presence of Otter within the Reserve.
. Attributes
Otter
• Target:
Continued use by Otter

• Factor List
1 − Pollution to the Bothlin Burn
2 —Disturbance through human activity
3 —Loss of habitat

1. Management List
Annual Otter survey to be undertaken under optimum weather conditions.
• Where the causes of unfavorable conditions are not clear, Greenspace Development
and partners will conduct further assessment or research to determine the cause and
identify possible solutions
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Feature 9 − Badger
Management Rationale
Badger setts have been recorded on the site the locations of which are confidential due to
persecution of these species. As these species are protected it is therefore important to monitor
the reserve for this species to help evaluate and review management techniques.
Objective
To maintain and monitor the presence of Otter within the Reserve.
Attributes
1. Badger
. Target:
Continued use by badger

. Factor List
—
1 Disturbance through humans and dogs

Management List
Annual badger survey − optimum period is between mid Feb−May however can be
surveyed at any time of the year.
Continuous monitoring of badger sell and surrounding habitat.
. Where the causes of unfavorable conditions are not clear, Greenspace Development
and partners will conduct further assessment or research to determine the cause and
identify possible solutions
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Feature 10−Water Vole
Description and Rationale
The site is known to host a population of Water Vole both at the Bothlin Burn and in a ditch
within the Garnqueen Hill zone. It is therefore important to monitor the reserve for this important
species to help evaluate and review management techniques.
• Objective
To maintain the presence of Water Vole in the Reserve and to monitor their progress.
• Attributes
•
1. Water Vole
Target:
Continued use by Water Vole
• Factor List
1 − Water levels
2−Water quality
3−Predation from Mink
4 —Water quality
Management List
Annual Water Vole survey − this should be undertaken between April and October
(Inclusive) and under optimum weather conditions, weather should be dry and no
heavy rain on the day or on the days previous to the survey. All evidence of water
vole should mapped i.e. footprints, runs, burrows, lawns, feeding station, latrines and
sightings The survey report should include a description, with a 10−figure grid
reference.
Continue to monitor the site for Water Vole
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.

Where the causes of unfavorable conditions are not clear, Greenspace
Development and partners will conduct further assessment or research to
determine the cause and identify possible solutions

Feature 11 −Birds
Management Rationale
A number of Birds of Conservation Concern and UK and Local Biodiversity Action Plan Priority
Species have been recorded in and around the Reserve. It is therefore important to monitor the
reserve for birds to help evaluate and review management techniques.
• Objective
To maintain the presence and diversity of bird life on the Reserve.
Attributes
1. Habitat extent
The reserve has many different types of habitat suitable for birds wintering and
breeding birds from scrub and hedgerows, woodland, grassland, and wetland. It is
essential that these habitats are monitored and maintained.
• Target:
No net loss of all different habitats on the reserve that are suitable for birds.
2. Variety of species
The site has a wide variety of birds many of which breed on the reserve. It is important
to encourage these species to continually use the reserve.
• Target:
To maintain the vast variety of species recorded on the site
Factor List
1− Loss of Habitat
2− Loss of Food Source
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Management List
To undertake a breeding bird survey every 3 years. The birds should be surveyed in 3
separate occasions between using the Breeding Bird Survey (BBS) methodology.
These surveys need to be undertaken between late April and mid June and each visit
should encompass the entire Nature Reserve. Surveying should not be undertaken
during adverse weather and reports should use the BBS standard. Fieldwork involves
three visits to each survey square each year. The first is to record details of habitat
and to establish or re−check the survey route, while the second and third (termed
'early' and 'late') are to count birds. A survey route is composed of two roughly parallel
lines, each 1 km in length, although for practical reasons routes typically deviate
somewhat from the ideal. Each of these lines is divided into five sections, making a
total often 200−rn sections, and birds and habitats are recorded within these ten units.
The two bird−count visits are made about four weeks apart (ideally in early May and early
June), ensuring that late−arriving migrants are recorded. Volunteers record all the birds t
hey see or hear as they walk along their transect routes. Birds are noted in three
distance categories (within 25 m, 25−100 m, or more than 100 m on either side of the
line, measured at right angles to the transect line), or as in flight. Recording birds within
distance bands provides a measure of bird delectability in different habitats and thus
allows population densities to be estimated more accurately. The total numbers of each
species, excluding juveniles, are recorded in each 200−m transect section and distance
category, as well as the timing of the survey and weather conditions.

.

Where the causes of unfavorable conditions are not clear, Greenspace
Development and partners will conduct further assessment or research to
determine the cause and identify possible solutions
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Feature 12 − Odonata
Management Rationale
The site is home to all 9 species of Odonata known to reside in North Lanarkshire.
Invertebrates are good indicators of freshwater habitat quality. It is therefore important to
monitor the site for invertebrates however this can be extremely time consuming and the use of
one target group can give a good indication on the conservation value of the ponds. Odonata
species are used at Gartcosh.
The results should be reviewed and evaluated to help with management techniques
• Objective
Maintain and monitor the presence species of Odonata within the Reserve.
Attributes
1. Habitat Extent
The site has 24 ponds and suitable terrestrial habitat with fen, swamp and marshy
grassland around the periphery of the ponds.
• Target:
No net loss of freshwater or terrestrial habitat.
2. Species Diversity
The reserve has all 9 species known to reside within North Lanarkshire.
• Target:
To record all 9 species of Odonata within the reserve each year.
3. Population Size
All ponds have a high density of Odonata.
• Target:
To maintain all species of Odonata in high density numbers
• Factor List
I

−Pollution to ponds
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2 −Algae growth around ponds
−Excessive vegetation in ponds

3

Management List
Survey all ponds and suitable habitat on the Reserve.
A transect should be undertaken around each ponds and a fixed transect through
areas of suitable habit same format should be used in all surveys undertaken. Three
surveys of each pond and suitable habitat needs to be undertaken between June and
August inclusive with the temperature above 13oc, if the temperature is below I 7oc at
least 60% sunshine.

.

Where the causes of unfavorable conditions are not clear, Greenspace
Development and partners will conduct further assessment or research to
determine the cause and identify possible solutions

Feature 13— Grayling Butterfly
Management Rationale
In 2008 and 2011 Grayling Butterfly were translocated onto the site (90 adult butterflies in total).
Grayling butterfly are associated with open, sparsely vegetated environments containing bare
ground and rocks. It is therefore important to monitor the reserve for this important butterfly and
excessive scrub encroachment to help evaluate and review management techniques.
• Objective
To maintain the habitat suitability for grayling and keep it free from excessive
encroaching/pioneering trees and scrub.
• Attributes
1. Habitat Extent
The area suitable for Grayling Butterfly within the reserve extends approximately 0.7ha
• Target:
No net loss to this habitat
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2. Population Size
The site was surveyed in 2012 and 2013 for Grayling butterfly unfortunately none were
recorded.
Target:
Grayling recorded on site.
• Factors List
I −Encroachment from trees and scrub.
2—Unsuccessful translocation
Management List
Annual survey of the site for the butterfly − this should be undertaken on 3 separate
occasions between mid June and early August. Sweep netting above the ground with
butterfly nets.
Annual monitoring the area for scrub and tree encroachment − this should be
undertaken in July or August. Where there is excessive encroachment this should be
remove in April by cutting the plant at the base and treating with Glyphosate.
Continue to monitor the site for Grayling
•

Where the causes of unfavorable conditions are not clear, Greenspace
Development and partners will conduct further assessment or research to
determine the cause and identify possible solutions

Infrastructure and People Feature 14 − Path Network & Infrastructure
Management Rationale
The path network is 1/whin stone, bitmac and toptrec surfaces these need to maintain to provide
safe access around the site. All pathways should be maintained to be 2 meters in width they
should be free from potholes and erosion. Site infrastructure includes: entrance boulders, litter
bins, benches, gates, stiles signs and way markers. It is important to monitor these for the
safety of the public and general upkeep of the Reserve.
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• Objective
To maintain the good path network throughout the site. To maintain all infrastructure
within the site.
Attributes
1. Health and Wellbeing
• Target:
Help improve the health and wellbeing of the local communities through use of
the park.
• Factor List
1− Encroachment from vegetation
2− General wear and tear
3− Vandalism
Management List
Annual monitor of path network during winter.
Monitor of all infrastructure on the site − should be undertaken on a regular basis.
Repair and maintain path where necessary.
Strim both sides of paths to a minimum of 75mm and to within 0.5meters of the path.
Care should be taken to ensure amphibians are not injured or killed.
There should be 3 machine cuts carried out in early May, mid June and early August.
Give all workers a Tool Talk before commencing work.
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Feature 15— Newt Wall
Management Rationale
The newt wall was constructed in 2004 to prevent the newly translocated amphibians entering
into the Industrial Park. The wall incorporates 2 pedestrian access and cattle grids for vehicular
access. The wall needs to be continuously monitored and maintained to ensure no gaps within
the structure and between the wall and the ground surface through which the amphibians can
pass. The wall must also remain free from vegetation such as scrub and debris which will allow
the amphibians to climb over.
• Objective
To maintain the permanent amphibian wall throughout the site to prevent amphibians
entering the Gartcosh Business Interchange (GB)
• Attributes
Extent
The newt wall extends approximately 2.5km in length and encompasses the full
western and southern side of the Reserve. At present Scottish Enterprise are
committed to a GCN salvage programme to remove any residual GCN from the GBI
thereby ensuring that developers purchase/lease a newt free site.

• Target
To maintain the newt walls integrity preventing amphibians moving into the
industrial park from the reserve.

• Factor List
1−Encroachment from vegetation

2− General wear and tear
3− Vandalism
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Management List

Minimum of two annual inspections of the newt wall to be undertaken by Greenspace
Development staff and remedial repairs to be undertaken within 2 weeks − e.g. minor
repairs to joints and vegetation clearance. The results of these inspections should be
notified to SE to identify any significant breaches of the GNR wall.
Clear out cattle grids on a regular basis (at least twice a year) − to keep free from leaves
and debris.
Strim grass on inner side of newt wall and cut back overhanging scrub.
Strim to a minimum of 7cm and to within 0.5m of both sides of the wall, cuttings should
be raked up and placed in piles within the Nature Reserve, at least 1 metre from the wall.
The area between the 'wall' and the public access 'pedestrian path' shall be strimmed.
One application of Glyphosate is to be applied to both sides of the wall during the period
June− July; strimming of this area should be carried out before Glyphosate is applied.
All overhanging branches or trees within 0.5m should be cut back and the cutting should
be placed in piles within the Nature Reserve at least 1 metre form the wall. Undertaken at
the same time as strimming work.
Where wall has been assessed as in need of repair works, these should be undertaken
within 2 weeks of survey.
Other 'at risk' areas shall be addressed if identified in the Annual Survey.

Feature 16 − People and the Local Community
Management Rationale
The site is well used by people for many different reasons. It is important that the site is used in
an appropriate way so as not to damage or disturb other features within the Reserve. The ponds
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in the Bothlin Burn and Garnqueen Hill zones are fenced to reduce the disturbance from
humans.
• Objective
To encourage people and the local community to use the Nature Reserve in a positive
way.

Attributes
1. Countryside Rangers Service
The Countryside Ranger Service undertakes annual walks around the park and a
dawn chorus every spring. They also give local schools and communities talks on the
reserve.
• Target:
Encourage local community participation in events and on the reserve.
2. Forest School
The reserve is used by a local school as a Forest School site.
• Target:
Continued use of the reserve by the Forest school without adverse affect to the
woodland.
3. Glenboig Community Group
Glenboig Community Group uses the site for there out of school and after school club.
It provides the children with an outdoor classroom in which to enjoy the local wildlife
while encouraging them to be active in the outdoors.
• Target:
Continued use of the reserve by Glenboig Community Group.
Encourage the local children to use the site in a positive way.
• Factors
I

−Inappropriate use of the Reserve i.e. drinking dens
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2

−Disturbance to sensitive habitats

3

−Disturbance to protected species

Management List
Annual monitoring of the effects of excessive I inappropriate human disturbance on the
Reserve.
Maintain fence around ponds−this is undertaken under management of infrastructure.

Future Works out with annual Management
• New pond creation within the next 5 years. Pond creation should be undertaken when
more than 10% of the ponds within the reserve are found to be in an unfavorable
condition.
• Interpretation − general interpretation about the site
• Interpretation − Dragonfly Society
• Further benches/seats and bins
• Evidence of GCN escaping the Nature Reserve will require action to resolve relevant
issues. This will be in accordance with the various Legal Agreements referred to in this
document. Actions shall be based on the Annual Monitoring Report and shall be
undertaken at least once a year as a minimum, all in accordance with this
Management Plan.
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